
234. Earth’s Creation 

Emily Kame Kngwarreye. 1994 C.E. Synthetic polymer paint on canvas 

 Article at Khan Academy 

 nearly twenty feet wide and nine feet high 

 laid horizontally as she painted – she would sit on or beside 

 The work made records at auction when it was sold in 2007 for over $1,000,000—the highest price ever fetched for a 

work by a female artist in Australia. Yet, just decades earlier, Kngwarreye was virtually unknown to the world outside 

her small desert community in the Australian country of Alhakere. A self-taught artist who was trained in ceremonial 

painting, she rose to international prominence only in her eighties, and enjoyed a flourishing career at the end of her life 

 influenced by the culture in which she grew up as well as the natural environment 
o trained to create ceremonial sand paintings inspired by her ritual "dreamings,’" as well as to paint decorative 

motifs on women’s bodies as part of a ceremony called Awelye 
o In the late 1970s, Kngwayere began to work in the medium of batiks, making works that were purely artistic 

endeavors for the first time 
 In 1977, she was a founding participant of the Utopia Women’s Batik Group 
 in 1988, the S.H. Ervin Gallery in Sydney initiated a “Summer Project” that sought to facilitate the 

creation of Aboriginal art, as well as to establish a market for the genre  - they delivered ac\supplies 

(acrylic paint, etc) – Emily was one that created something  - and her artwork was selected for the 

exhibits catalogue cover – due to critical acclaim she became an ‘overnight sensation’ 
 The following year, Kngwarreye held her first solo exhibition at Utopia Art Sydney, after which she 

would be invited to participate in several renowned international exhibitions and biennales 
 The arc of Kngwarreye’s career runs alongside a period of tremendous change in Australia, moving 

from the end of a phase of colonial settlement through to a more ethical embrace of Aboriginal culture 

by the nation’s Western population. Yet the period in which she came to prominence also reflects 

changes taking place in the contemporary art world internationally, as the 1980s and 1990s saw a 

notable expansion within the mainstream to include non-Western or minority artists 

 Earth’s Creation belongs to the “high colorist” phase in Kngwarreye’s work, which is characterized by a loosening of 

her compositions—which were no longer reliant on pseudo-geometric patterns—and the expansion of her color palette 

to include a range of tones beyond the familiar clay and ochre hues that dominated her prior works. Still connected to 

the natural environment, however, these works reference the changing atmospheric character of seasonal cycles. 

Earth’s Creation documents the lushness of the “green time” that follows periods of heavy rain, and makes use of 

tropical blues, yellows and greens 

 The piece has often been likened to Claude Monet’s studies of seasonal and temporal change, and given its formidable, 

room-filling scale, a comparison to the artist’s Water Lilies of 1914-26 (MoMA) might be remarkably apt. 



 


